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The Sales Pitch 
Upon completion of this module you will be able to: 

•  Define “sales pitch” 
•  List and identify what to include in a sales pitch 
•  Describe the importance of research for a sales pitch 
•  Identify when to use a sales pitch  
 



What is a Pitch? 
•  Short, concise 15-30 second summary of what your business 

has to offer 

•  Includes a description of products and/ or services offered, as 
well as the business’ value proposition.   



Why Do You Need a Sales Pitch?  
•  Introduction tool for various business situations 
•  Opportunity to tell your story and convey your personal brand 

•  Conversation starter  

•  Enhances confidence in networking situations  



Elevator Pitch Elements  
•  What problem do you (or your business) solve?  

–  What problem do your customers experience that make them come to you? 

•  Who do you solve this problem for?  
–  Quickly define target audience  

•  What solution to you provide for the stated problem? 
–  Do not describe your product/ service features or process here. Describe  

what your customers gain from doing business with you. 

•  Optional: What tip/ advice will help solve their problem?  



What to Include in Your Sales Pitch 
•  Don’t forget to mention:  

–  Your name 

–  Name of business  

–  How best to follow-up with you after the conversation  
•  i.e. email, phone, LinkedIn  



Importance of Research 
•  Each sales pitch should be customized to specific target audiences 
•  Answer the following questions with your research:  

–  Who is the target audience?  

–  What are the needs of the target audience?  

–  Will your product/ service fulfill their needs?   

–  How will your product/ service fulfill their needs?  
–  What unique features of your business would be of particular 

interest to the target audience?  



Things to Keep in Mind  
•  Do your research before attending events  

–  Like a good resume, a sales pitch is always customized to specific audiences 

•  Remember the Cs:  
–  Concise, clear, compelling, credible, customized, conversational  

•  Be confident when delivering your speech 
–  Eye contact, body language, tone of voice  

 


